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Principles, Values and objectives
The Cannabis, Spice and Legal Highs Group provides essential information, advice, assistance and
support to long-term chronic users and their families, support workers and concerned others. We
host dynamic mutual aid support groups in local venues where experience and advice are shared in a
safe non-judgmental abstinence-based user-led environment. We use, web, social media and
emerging technologies to promote our proven delivery model.
We believe all drug users have the ability to turn their lives around and make positive, sustainable
change to their personal circumstances and the communities they live in.
We attract a unique membership and have assumed a responsibility to service users of cannabis,
spice and legal highs who would not normally access traditional services.
The serious issues we address include; anxiety, depression, isolation, confidence, sleep and
insomnia, psychosis, paranoia, schizophrenia, unemployment, homelessness, poverty, offending,
child support, custody issues and institutionalisation.
Our target member might live in a bedsit in West Yorkshire, isolated, anxious and unfit for work or
social activity. We want to project the principles and ethos of our group deep into the communities
we serve, providing potential members access to safe, structured meetings and a robust support
network.
We have consistently achieved transformative improvements in our hard to reach and seldom heard
diverse cohort, supporting members with serious lifelong addictions and have helped them grow
and develop into volunteering, employment and general health and wellbeing.
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I started coming to the Spice, Cannabis and Legal high's group around a year ago.
Although all these drugs have played a part in my battle over the years along with alcohol
and prescription medication when I came to my first meeting, I couldn't stop using heroin
and crack cocaine. My life had become a daily nightmare of finding money, scoring and
using and nothing else. I was mentally exhausted and void of any emotion, a shell of a
human being and only misery surrounding me.
After attending for a little while and listening to the hope and encouragement of those in
group who had managed to stop using and were now living happy productive lives, I
managed to stabilise on my suboxone and stop using street drugs. Very shortly after I
detoxed off the medication also and now live a life of abstinence of any mood-altering
substance. It's only been possible with the input of groups like this, regular attendance and
putting into action what was suggested. It's good for my recovery to keep coming to group
for ongoing support and guidance but also to offer my experience to those who are just
starting on their journey to a better life, free from addiction.
Suzanne Mother, wife. At peace in recovery
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1.0 Context
Latest statistics from EMCDDA UK Drug Report 2019
In the early 2000s, prevalence of last year cannabis use reported by the Crime Survey for England and Wales
was among the highest reported by European countries; however, this is now at a level that is fairly typical to
that seen elsewhere in Europe. Following a decrease in prevalence between 2003/04 and 2009/10, the trend in
cannabis use in the general population has since been relatively stable. The prevalence rate in 2017/18 was the
highest reported since 2008/09; however, the increase from 2016/17 was not statistically significant.

SOURCE: http://www.emcdda.europa.eu/system/files/publications/11355/united-kingdom-cdr-2019.pdf

1.1 Local Scene
Our geographical focus is mainly within the Bradford metropolitan district; however, some group
members, in the absence of appropriate local support, regularly travel to our meetings from as far
afield as Leeds, Huddersfield and Preston. Bradford has suffered from severe under investment for
several years. Addiction services budgets have halved and inevitably treatment provision has
suffered. As a result, groups such as ours have emerged as an essential part of the local response.
We have developed solid partnerships with New Directions, the local drug and alcohol recovery
provider and particularly with the Bridge Project a trusted sounding board upon who, we rely on for
support and strategic advice, safeguarding services, staff supervision & mentoring, two-way referrals
and governance. As a result, Bradford now has a far healthier range of provision for individuals
needing support.
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Typical example correspondence from website enquiry

#M0267
Group Member Testimonials
I have been attending the spice and cannabis group for over a year now. I am now 4
months clean from all drugs. I liked the way this group tested my thinking about why I
took drugs and I always left feeling much better than when I got there. I felt part of the
group and that we were all in it together. I will be forever grateful to the group and
facilitator. I now go back every week to let people know about my journey.
Wayne Service User- Abstinent since September 2019

Typical example correspondence from website enquiry
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2.0 Overview 2019
In many respects 2019 has been our most challenging year, a year in which, our limited resources
have been stretched. As awareness of our impact has increased, our voluntary model which served
us well as a membership based mutual aid support group meeting once a week, has proved barely
adequate to meet the extra demand for our unique approach. We are struggling to host four weekly
meetings and deliver, presentations, workshops and training courses. We have tried to secure longterm funding to invest in sustainable development, but this has so far, proved difficult. The bidding
process itself has diverted our resources, sucking confidence and momentum. We hope that the
seriousness of chronic cannabis use, increasing potency and the role of synthetic analogues has not
been underestimated by commissioners and grant making trusts.
Despite these pressures we are determined to continue fighting for the resources we urgently need
and delighted to be in a position to report more progress in terms of growth, income, stability,
exposure, clarity of purpose and in setting measurable development goals.
Milestones include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rolling out professional substance misuse training program
Increasing group attendance by 9.6%
Increasing membership by 67%
Exceeding 3,000 unique session attendances
Progressing from a specific drug of choice support group to a comprehensive model offering
help to clients addicted to a wide range of drugs and addictive behaviours.
Increasing levels of web site and social media activity and interest
Forging and strengthening relationships with local partners
Celebrating our 5th anniversary

We have responded positively to demand for workshops, presentations and information desks at
community venues and events including the national Favor Recovery Walk, Yorkshire Counsellors
Network and local organisations and hostels. We have also launched campaigns to promote income
generation and raise awareness of the need for our approach.
We are establishing an Associate Membership Scheme to build links and develop training
relationships with successful businesses and not for profit organisations willing to support us
financially. Further information can be found by sending an email to cslhginfo@gmail.com with the
words “Associate Membership” in the subject field.
We have developed policy documents addressing- equality and diversity, safeguarding, risk
assessment and privacy.
We are actively working towards the next stage in our development. Having demonstrated the need
for a user led niche service, we must now secure a sustainable future by addressing aspects of group
structure and operations. We warmly welcome input in helping us to achieving our goals from
interested parties and individuals.
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3.0 Support and Statistics
Since our formation in March 2015 up to December 31st, 2019 we have recruited 324 individual
members in crisis, hosted 474 regular meetings in 6 different venues producing an aggregate of
3,490 unique session attendances.
Despite changes to local services we maintain strong links with professional and associated partner
agencies. We again acknowledge the valuable support received from The Bridge Project who have
provided advice and assistance, relationships with trustees, SMT, staff and volunteers. Positive
working relationships also exist within Bradford Community Action, Bevan House, Healthy Lifestyle
Solutions CIC, Community Kitchen Leeds and WYFI.
We gather and collate anonymised data covering a range of variables including, drug of choice,
employment status, information on tobacco consumption, periods of drug abstinence exceeding 12
months and significant reduction outcomes.
(i) 2019 Cohort Drug of choice
Statistics

(ii) 2019 Gender Breakdown

•

MALES

255

75.89 %

FEMALES

81

24.11 %

TOTAL

336

Data correct at 27/01/2020,
includes members only, visitors excluded.

(ii) Historical Cohort Addictive Behaviours

KEY: DOC=DRUG OF CHOICE,

CAN
SPC
LGH
ALC
COC
HER
CRK
AMP
PPK
DMT
KET
BNZ
MDM
CRM
GAMB
SEX

CANNABIS
SPICE
LEGAL HIGHS
ALCOHOL
COCAINE
HEROIN
CRACK
AMPHETAMINES
PRESCRIPTION PAIN KILLERS
DIMETHYLTRYPTAMINE
KETAMINE
BENZODIAZEPINES
MDMA/ECSTASY
CRYSTAL METH
GAMBLING
SEX
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3.1 2019 Attendance data
Confidential data is recorded using tracking parameters such as: individual attendance, year of birth,
first, second and third drug of choice, date of abstinence and assigned drug worker. Anonymity is
preserved through a unique reference membership number.
(i) 2019 Mutual Aid Meeting Statistics
2019
(Friday) The Vault Bradford
(Tuesday) Shipley Fire Station
(Tuesday) Holme Wood
(Wednesday) Bevan House
TOTAL
Attendance 2015
Attendance 2016
Attendance 2017
Attendance 2018
Attendance 2019
TOTALS
Increase 2018/2019

Meetings
52
47
19
51
169
42
51
63
149
169
474
+13.42%

Attendance
489
245
100
138
972
215
650
766
887
972
3,490
+9.58%

New Members
58
1
7
10
76
51
88
60
46
76
321
+67.4%

(ii) 2019 Historical Meeting Statistics
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4.0 Media Technology & Promotion
Our support group is extended beyond our regular meetings by the use of technology and social
media. We incorporate, mobile phone and SMS communication,
group chat, Facebook messaging, Twitter, Google apps, Open
tools, QR codes and media networking in addition to hosting a
website and traditional print and promotional material.
We promote the sharing of ICT skills and knowledge within our
membership, particularly through our workshops and shadowing
of service roles.
We are regularly approached by news media outlets for quotes
and insights regarding cannabis and spice issues we are however cautious in our dealings. We also
engage with local press when placing campaign ads and circulating group News Media.

Typical example correspondence from website enquiry
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4.1 Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/cslhg/
We administer and moderate 2 closed Facebook pages (Bradford & Shipley) allowing confidential
communication, networking and the distribution of literature outside of normal support hours. The
page primarily acts as a 24-hour support channel allowing members to reach out to other members
for advice and support outside the confines of scheduled group sessions. Members are given access
to this useful facility after attending 4 regular meetings. Administrators are elected within the group
to moderate and develop Facebook policy.
We also host a public Facebook page to allow contact, information requests and generate support
and understanding. There is no prerequisite to view this page which acts as a promotional platform.
This page is indexed and searchable creating greater awareness of the group’s presence and
activities.
The public page is linked to a campaign page for public health messaging and outreach information.

4.2 Twitter
https://twitter.com/cslhginfo @cslhginfo
The group maintains a Twitter account promoting group meetings and activities. We have a strict nonpolitical policy associated with this account. Volunteer members maintain and develop this brand.
As a platform, Twitter acts as a public relations tool for communicating our presence to other
organisations as opposed to directly engaging with potential members. It is however a necessary and
productive arm to our online strategy.

We regularly tweet under the following
hashtags;
#cslhg
#substanceabuse
#mentalhealth
#legalhighs
#spice
#cannabis
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4.3 Web Presence & Strategy
The group owns the domain cslhg.org and runs a website giving background information about the
group, meeting locations and times, information and research about cannabis, spice and legal highs.
We also host a live chat client and a contact form. Promotional material is integrated through social
media, traditional media and QR codes.
The website provides another public focal point of contact and information. We welcome back links,
promotion and reviews.

(i)

2019 cslhg.org Google Analytics

Visits

Interactions

Google Analytics for period 01-01-2019 to31-12-2019

Costs for website domain and hosting 2019
CSLHG-2018AC-001.4-d

Website Domain & Hosting

£ 124.21
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5.0 Meetings & Events
We hosted several special events in addition to our regular meetings. We also delivered workshops
and presentations in response to increasing demands from local organisations.
2019 saw a steady increase in attendance in our core mutual aid meetings with our Shipley Fire
Station and Vault café meetings performing particularly well. Both meetings are well established
within the recovery community with the Shipley meeting, hosted at Shipley Fire Station,
accommodating members who cannot attend daytime meetings with an emphasis on supporting
members who wish to maintain abstinence.
Our longest established regular meeting at the Vault café benefits from service users of New
Directions operating from the Unity Recovery Centre.
The Bevan House Wellbeing Centre meeting caters to users of cannabis and spice from the
homeless and refugee community served by Bevan House. Attendance at this meeting reflects the
chaotic profile of the users who attend. This meeting is subject to review.
At the request of Healthy Lifestyle Solutions CIC, the group began a meeting at the TFD Centre in
Holmewood on 12th March, despite the pressing need for a support group in this community and
online and printed promotion, the meeting failed to gain traction. We do however support the
community by responding to workshops and popup requests from the community partnership
anchor.
Mutual aid support groups remain as our core function and we will continue to support and develop
the network evaluating and refining our delivery model.
(i)

2019 Meeting Venues & Statistics

TUESDAY MEETING - SHIPLEY
6:00 - 8:00 pm
Shipley Fire Station
1 Shipley Fields Rd,
SHIPLEY
BD18 2DG
WEDNESDAY MEETING – BEVAN
10:15 - 12:15 pm
Bevan House
Wellbeing Centre. Dale Street,
BRADFORD.
BD1 4HT.
FRIDAY MEETING - VAULT
12:30 - 3:00 pm
The Vault
Trafalgar street,
BRADFORD.
BD1 3DN

SHIPLEY
AVE
MEETINGS
ATTENDANCE

5.21
47
245

BEVAN
AVE
MEETINGS
ATTENDANCE

2.89
47
136

VAULT
AVE
MEETINGS
ATTENDANCE

9.50
52
494
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#M0273
Group Member Testimonials
I have been a cannabis user, on and off for about 28 years. I have stopped in the past but
always seemed to be drawn back to it. I have been off it for about 10 months now and the
group has really helped in reminding why I want to keep off it.
It’s such an amazing feeling to be able to spend time with non-judgemental people,
that support and help each other. No matter what mood I go into the group,
I always leave feeling glad I made the effort to attend.
Angela Abstinent since May 2019

Typical example correspondence from website enquiry
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6.0 2020 Future Plans
2020 will be dominated by developing a strategic plan which will help us risk and build on our
strengths. We are at an organisational crossroads. We must either grow and develop or go the way
of so many other well-meaning under-resourced exhausted,community groups and pale into
insignificance. Whilst we remain determined and optomistic, unless we are able to secure our
survival through investment we will let down a cohort of individuals with pressing and complex
needs who have not responded to conventional treatment metods. Our groups provide a trusted
pathway to person centred recovery underpined by carefully supervised peer-support. The power of
authentic outreach and connection we deliver must be protected and further developed. We have
more important work to do.
Our ongoing spice
harm reduction
outreach campaign is
strategically linked to
our spice awareness
training which is
designed to bolster our
vibrant and well
received mutual aid
meeting network Our
approach is able to
respond effectively to
the rising synthetic
cannabinoid crisis. This
aspect of our work is
focused on the street
homeless community
and ex prisoner
population. We also plan to become more heavily involved in spice use research and information
gathering and knowledgeable advocates for disenfranchised users and their concerned families. A
second strand to our deeper involvement in the provision of spice addiction support will lead to
increasing engagement with inmates and the ex-prison population. More relationships and
networks are being formed to make this happen, not least through our links with accademics,
independent research groups, and criminal justice professionals.
We shall in future focus on securing funds to enable development and sustainability. This may mean
adapting our constitution and structure. Regardless of which legal entity is chosen, a grounded peerled, membership model will be maintained, coupled with sound governance and more solid
partnership working.
The implementation of our plans which will be reviewed and regularly updated will be
communicated through the Reflection meetings minutes. Please email cslhginfo@gmail.com for an
invitation.
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7.1 Finances and Match Funding
In 2019, the group deferred income from successful bid applications, training, donations and
associated membership from the previous year.

7.2 Income 2019
Ref
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

Outstanding balance from 2018
ABCD Holme Wood
ABCD Outreach
Training Income
Subscriptions
Contributions/donations
Total

365.70
1000.00
1000.00
500.00
150.00
101.99
£ 3,167.69

7.3 Expenditure 2019
Ref
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

Health Messaging Winter 2018
ABCD Holme Wood
ABCD Outreach
Training Costs including (set-up costs)
Deferred income 2018
Total

Outgoings
0
548.01
215.18
325.93
172.78
£ 1,261.90

7.4 Balance 2019
Ref
(i)
(ii)

Debit
7.2 Income 2019
7.3 Expenditure 2019
Balance/Cash in bank 31-12-2019

Credit
£ 3,167.69

£ 1,261.90
£ 1,905.79

7.5 Voluntary Hours 2019
Last year our meetings needed 538 voluntary contact hours supplemented with 68
workshop/presentation hours and 14 training delivery hours. Additional hours for network
and admin meetings, outreach time, development and bid writing contributed a further 184
recorded hours. Inevitably a great deal more voluntary time is spent providing essential and
sometimes life changing, one-to-one support, and informal coaching and mentoring. In
addition, our volunteers drove over 380 miles per month.

4,543 Total miles driven

804 Total hours
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8.0 Contact Details
Voice mail:
email:
web:
Facebook:
Twitter:
#cslhg

07379 915 190
cslhginfo@gmail.com
https://www.cslhg.org
https://www.facebook.com/cslhg/
https://twitter.com/cslhginfo
http://twubs.com/cslhg
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The group is immensely grateful for the continuing support we receive from The Bridge
Project. We owe a sincere debt of gratitude to Sue Knowles, Marcus Dorey, Michael
Ritchie, Gary Joseph, Melva Burton, Gordon Roscoe, Tracey Hogan, Jon Royle, Martin
Brook, Kyra Dobson and Darren Wild of The Bridge Project. Joe Kean and Martell O’reilly of
CGL, Marion Coates of The West Yorkshire Fire Service. Helen Lincoln, Babs Cooper and
Dominic Maddocks of Bevan House Wellbeing Centre. John Fox of The Hepatitis C Trust,
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Solutions CIC.

10.0 How you can help
Our group is an independent, self-managing user led organisation born from a need to support abstinence and
empower individuals to beat addiction through sustained recovery. We believe all drug users have the ability
to turn their lives around and make a positive contribution to the communities they live. If you are like minded
and feel you want to contribute your support, we welcome contributions in many forms.
(i)

(ii)

(iii)
(iv)

Financial contributions can be made via our web site donation page at
https://www.paypal.com/donate/?token=a1x2ctlGDwyGxftrUFl20tlBvjVivweHTzbyDZ1Z9l53sqgEeWwnV-EeenBYLFO2cNEC0&country.x=GB&locale.x=GB
In Kind contributions such as office supplies, help with printing, photocopying, laminating etc or
you can donate warm clothing, sleeping bags and food in support of our homeless outreach
campaign.
Recycling- you may wish to support one of our campaigns by donating mobile phones and IT
(https://www.cslhg.org/mobile-donations)
Giving your precious time- We always need capable volunteers with the mix of skills and
Experience to help us with our important work. Please send an email to cslhginfo@gmail.com for
more information.
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CSLHG Let’s Go. Let Go Campaign
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